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Major Wireless Provider Gross Add Rate Increases 
165% Year over Year with Marchex Call Marketplace 
and Search Team

Case Study

“We are very excited about the P2 strategy that the 

Marchex in-house Search Team has implemented. Our 

fears of disrupting the existing Search approach were 

quickly dissolved as we saw immediate results; the 

competition was displaced and call volume increased.”

- Wireless Customer

The Results 
2014 vs 2015  
Gross Add Analysis:

+196%  
Telesales  
Customer Calls*

+165% 
Gross Adds

+259%  
Total Calls Delivered

* Telesales Customer Calls are actual billable new customer calls.

The Client

A major national provider of wireless voice, messaging, and 

data services capable of reaching over 293 million Americans.

The Challenge

The wireless provider wanted to find a solution to drive 

incremental sales, while keeping their cost per gross add within 

an acceptable target. To make an immediate impact on their 

sales, Marchex proposed applying a P2 approach (securing 

second position paid search ads) to their search strategy.

The wireless provider expressed four main concerns with the 

suggested solution: 

• Cannibalization of the existing branded search campaign  

(in light of their existing P1 search strategy)

• An increase in the campaign CPC

• Brand control and maintenance

• Disruption of the current agency/in-house search strategy

The Solution

The wireless provider and Marchex implemented a 

collaborative P2 strategy, leveraging the in-house Search team 

at Marchex. This seamless, low-cost strategy paid immediate 

dividends to their paid search approach. Marchex was able to 

efficiently ease into the auction without disrupting the client’s 

existing brand search strategy, while adding a significant boost 

in Gross Adds. The collective approach secured P2, protected 

the client’s flank by displacing unwanted competition, and 

was even able to help reduce CPCs for the client, all while 

enhancing their brand footprint with cohesive messaging.


